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Introduction 
Lidars were developed as powerful tools for the remote 
sensing of clouds. A polarized laser beam of the lidar is 
scattered by the water particles in the cloud. The size 
distribution of water particles strongly affects extracted image 
Intensity and polarization from the cloud. In order to extract 
Its information from the image, accurate computa討onof 
contribution of the multiple scattering is required. The Monte 
Carlo Method code for polarized light has been developed and 
evaluated with experimental results by using standard size 
pa代icles1l. The analyzed results were limited around the 
bottom pa代 ofclouds by the lidar geometry. In order to 
expand the analysis region, the code is modified and applied 
to the bistatic lidar geomet内・
Lidar system at Gifu Univ. 
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Extracted light image of a Single layer 
Cloud for bistatic lidar geometry 
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Abstract 
The size distributions of water particles at the 
bottom of clouds had been analyzed by a multiple帽
scattering simulation code for standard lidars. In 
order to expand it for inside the cloud, the code is 
modified and applied to the bistatic lidar geometry. 
It simulates the intensity and polarization of the 
extracted light image from clouds bγusing Stokes 
vectors under Monte Carlo method. 
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Multiple-Scattering Model for 
a Bistatic Lidar 
The distribution of radi is divided into thirty-bin clases from 0.1 to30 mm 
Typicaly 105 photons are incident to the bottom pa問。fthe cloud. 判官 n-th
scatering pa代icleis found by contribution of each clas according to the density 
and overal angular Mie-scatering-patern. The n-th scatered angle Is defined and 
weighted by the Mie-scatering-patern‘To calculate the polarization, theMueler 
matrix was calculated with the Stokes vector by each scatering. After calculations 
of al photons’paths, extracted Image is obtained 
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S伺tteredImage by Lidar. 
議底の散乱光画像とモデルによる解析
Analyzed image by our m剖el.
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Extracted light image of two-layer cloud 
(upper layer：ρ＝Sx10・2 cm・3, lower layer: p=lσ2 cm・3) 
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Observation by the Bistatic Lidar 
p-polarized image s-polarlzed image 
•Frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser: Excel Technology, Su relight S-10, 7ns, 5-180mJ 
・Telescope:Kokusaikoki, 300mm diameter Dobsonian type, WHITEY DOB 
・Digitalcamera: Nikon, 070s 
•Sepa目前on distョncebetween the laser and telesc刀pe:50m 
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Conclusion 
The simulation code was expanded to the 
bistatic lidar geometry. Typical simulated results 
and fundamental experimental observations are 
presented. This analysis with bistaic lidar seems 
feasible to analyze the particle size distribution 
in clouds. 
